Literacy:

Maths:

 We will continue to practise our
reading and phonics skills daily.
 We will continue to develop our
writing, making sure we are using full
stops, capital letters and finger spaces.
We will also focus on the connectives
‘and’ and ‘because’ to extend our
sentences.
 Our class text will be Penguin Small by
Mick Inkpen
 Non-narrative writing on hot and cold
lands-lists, labels & instructions
 Asking and answering questions.

 I can count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals.
 I know the number bonds that total 20
 I know my 2x and 10x table.
 I can practise, develop and apply my skills of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.
 I can describe position, direction and movement including
whole, half, quarter and three quarter turns.
 I can recognise, find and name a half /quarter of an object,
shape or quantity.
.

Science:
 I can name parts of the human body
that I can see.
 I can link the correct part of the human
body to each sense.
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PE:
 I can move with control and care.
 I can repeat actions and skills
 Practise for Sports Day

Geography:
History:

I can explain some of the main things
that are in hot and cold places.
I can explain some of the clothing we
wear in hot and cold places.

Art:
 SMADD Week –Explore the artist
Kandinsky and recreate some work in his
style.

 I can make a time line to show how I

have changed as I grow up.
.
PSHE- Equalities Week
RE-I can learn aspects of Buddhism

Music:
 I can make a sequence of sounds
 I can choose sounds to represent different things.

Please
arrangedtoacomplete
visit to Bl one
yth beach
Please note: Your child will be given a homework
booknote
and we
willhave
be expected
activityonof_____
their choice per week (see overleaf).
 Weekly spellings are given out on Monday to prepare for the test on Friday. Please look at these with your child.
 Reading books are changed weekly but please ensure your child brings their reading folder in school every day. We invite all parents to read with their child at home and
to record comments in their reading record.
 PE is on Wednesday so please ensure all children have their PE kit.

